
It was an improved showing by Gawler's division 2 team, taking 2 rinks against top side, 
Salisbury. However, it was still a loss and in a catch up game in a few weeks time, will have 
to face them again but this time, on their turf. Rink wins to the four's of Daryl Kubisch and 
Phil Marsden scored the team 4 points which keeps it within striking distance of 4th spot. 
The side hits the road this week to front the much improved Port Noarlunga which could 
decide whether it maintains final hopes or is fighting against relegation. 
After some lacklustre performances in recent weeks, Gawler's division 5 Red team made an 
emphatic statement with a runaway victory over top side Tranmere. Playing in foreign 
territory it took 3 of 4 rinks and was a sizable 28 shots up when time was called. 
Kay Moncrieff guided her charges to a 9 shot win and the four of Wildy, Boucher, Pop 
McConnell and skipper Grant were outstanding in a thumping 37-8 domination. 
The division 5 White side continued it's push for a top 4 spot with a fighting 7 shot win over 
home team, Modbury. Seemingly chock a block full of confidence, it fears no one and with 
consistent performances, is a genuine chance of notching a win every time it hits the green. 
Shirley and Kingsley Branson both led their rinks to 2 shot wins but it was the four of May, 
Roach and the evergreen pair of Bill James and Peter Jones who did most of the damage, 
with an impressive 31-13 scoreline. 
Taking all rinks and maximum points sees the division 7 team maintain an outside chance of 
snatching the pennant. Only 13 points behind ladder leader, Croydon, it can do no more 
than win big each week and hope Croydon stumbles. The four of Houghton, Ransom, Cufone 
and Hamilton were best in the 22 shot win finishing the day 11 shots up. 
  
 


